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SINO ATRIAL NODE :



• Sino Atrial node generates sinus rhythm.
•It is specialized myocardial tissue  electrically active.
•This area is  electrically intrinsically unstable.
• Without any hormonal influence or any neurological influence  it has 
abilty to depolarise.

• It  depolarise spontaneously  around about 90-100  times a minute . 
Therefore  generating  a new electrical nerve impulse .
•S.A node  governs other electrical active tissues.

•Even the indivisual myocardial cell s spontaneously depolarise but at a 
lower rate as compared to S.A node.
•S.A Node  is the physiological origin of the  electrical activity  required 
to  stimulate myocardial  cell inorder to generate myocardial 
contraction. .



•Atria need to contrac t first in response to impulse originating  from the sino auricular 
node.
•Preferential conducting pathway  carrying impulse to different part of Atrium.

•Most physiologist agree there are 3 preferential pathways :

• Specialized tissue which conduct electrical activity  freely.

•Posterior Pathway 
•Middle Pathway
•Anterior Pathway

• Anterior pathway  also takes impulse  across the left atrium.
•As the track goes through the atrial areas  smaller branches come off then  these 
convey electrical activities to the atrial myocardial cell.
•Atrial Myocardial cell contract  due to depolarisation.

•These conducting pathways  take the impulse to atria  then to atrial myocardium  and 
causes the atrial to contract  down the way into ventricles.



AURICULO VENTRICULAR NODE:



• It is known as pace setter.
• Conducting Pathway  converge at A.V Node and it is somertimes called as collecting 
Node.
•It collect impulse from the Atria.
•Conducting Pathway are called as Internodal Tracks.
•Valves lie more or less in a plane  in the middle of the heart.
• Valves  are made up of fibrous tissue called collagen which are made up of 
electrically insulating substance.As a result  impulse cannot cross the boundary  that is 
from atrial compartment to ventricular compartment.

•The only way the  impulse can go from  the Atria  to ventricles in a physiologically  
healthy indivisual is by the A.V node.

•Heart to contract basically  fro m the bottom  being the cardiac apex as the impulse  is 
going through  the A.V node is delayed  about 40 milisecond.

•Delay is important  because during that period  blood moves from Auricle to Ventricle.

•The ventricle will be filled with blood prior to ventricular contraction 
















